
WRITING SERVICE ADS THAT SELL

How to Write Facebook Ads That Sell featuring insights from Ken Moskowitz on By , Ken had left the radio industry to
start a full-service.

Think about this: When did you last pick up a newspaper to read the ads? All articles have a headline. How do
we use this in an ad? Consider newsletters published by the local Chamber of Commerce or perhaps an e-zine
that targets your audience. Second, they are the same ones that are used by your competitors. Ken reports that
with the help of strong targeting and well-chosen placements, his ad resulted in 6 months of solid bookings for
the swim school within 3 days. When the fox failed to get the grapes, he dismissed them as being no good
anyway. So what can you do with this juicy piece of information? You can start with an email list made from
your current customers and work from there. How to Write a Winning Ad Now that you understand the uses
of classifieds and you have your products ready to go, it is time to begin working on your own winning copy.
Abbreviate where necessary. Create Swipe Files Begin by collecting Facebook ads that resonate with you
personally and save them to a clipboard or swipe file that you can easily access. Sometimes, when stressing a
problem, you can get away with one or two words as a headline. Listen to the show to hear Ken explain how
people of different ages scroll through Facebook at different rates. Use natural transitions, like these: What's
more Now top copywriters take years, probably decades to refine their skills to this level. Here's how to start:
First, make a list of all the essential elements. Download the free report and get your advertising turning a
healthy profit Filed Under: Advertising About Al Alistair has managed and built small businesses in a varied
industries from agriculture to the web. Are your customers buying color printers, or the enhanced impact of
color presentations? Another method of coding is to include a suite number in your address: "Suite A" will
appear in one ad or one publication, while "Suite B" will appear in another. Ken shares why ad copy matters.
The good news, you can fix it. For these kind of visitors, you have to spur them into action. Write a second
headline and test it in the same publication. This hobby blossomed into a job in radio and production. As with
the benefits, simply make a list of all the problems that your product or service solves. Instead, get visitors to
take action by telling them how your brand or your product will improve their lives. While it was a sweet
image, it lacked a compelling reason for people to act. Check out Google Results Previewer. But ask them to
show you cold hard numbers, or help you test your results from your adsâ€¦ Forget about it! Use telegraphic
language. But you might some other creative way to make sure that your customer feels like there is no way
they can lose. Second, while using your ultimate benefit, write a detailed paragraph that shows how your
product or service will help your prospects. And as your audience continues to build, it starts growing easier
and easier until it gains a momentum of its own. Classifieds are great for low-cost testing.


